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Synthesis of the 2nd International Wheat
Innovation Workshop
The BreedWheat project (France), the Design Future Wheat
program (UK), the ProWeizen research and breeding alliance
(Germany), the CGIAR Research Program on Wheat and the G-20
Wheat Initiative organized a scientific workshop on March 22nd
2018 in Clermont-Ferrand (France) on future wheat breeding
challenges. This event that followed the Eucarpia cereal section
meeting gathered about 130 scientists from the public and private
communities. The day began with invited speakers presenting the
Achievements of the Wheat Initiative (Frank Ordon, Julius KühnInstitut), the Progress update on major multi-country/institutions
wheat research programs (Victor Kommerell, CIMMYT), European
Commission funding opportunities (Laurène Coral, Institut National
de la Recherche Agronomique), the Future important breeding
targets (Viktor Korzun & Stephen Sunderwirth, KWS Cereals
Breeding Technologies). These presentations were followed by
impulse talks on five key topics of interest for the wheat

community:
Genetic resources
Phenotyping
Genome editing
Genomic selection
Bio-informatics

IWIW2 key figures
Plenary session:
~130 participants
22 countries
66 organisations
71% of public organisations
29% of private companies
World café:
~100 participants
10 rooms of discussions
10 facilitators
5 owners of tables
13 writers

All the presentations are available on https://symposium.inra.fr/eucarpia-cereal2018. A global discussion
was then organized using the World Café methodology to favour exchanges between groups. This document
summarizes the strategies identified and addresses the research opportunities for the international publicprivate community, in the light of the scientific issues regarding each key topics.

Genetic resources:
pre-breeding to efficiently exploit untapped diversity
Impulse talk: Simon Griffiths (John Innes Centre)
World café animation: Valérie Herteman (Limagrain Europe), Etienne Paux (INRA), Jérome Salse (INRA)

Context: opportunities and weaknesses
Genetic diversity is the key to breeding success.
A very large number of accessions (wild relatives, landraces, breeding lines, varieties) are
conserved in collections.
These accessions carry alleles that will help to breed for productivity, quality and stability in
diverse current and future environments and management systems.
It is very difficult to assess yield, quality and adaptive traits of large collections particularly by
direct use of non selected accessions.

Scientific and technological challenges
Identify native and generate new genetic resources for both breeding and research.
Develop tools to efficiently use these genetic resources in breeding programs and research
projects.
Raise funds to maintain, characterize and make available genetic resources.

Research priorities
Collection and databases:
• Catalog of all (non-redundant) genetic resources available in genebanks,
• Implement phenotypic and genotypic standardized characterization including ontology,
• Develop pre-pre-breeding material through elite x exotic crosses,
• Develop user-friendly trait-oriented database.
Develop tools:
• To characterize and use haplotypes and structural variations,
• To increase recombination in both homologous and homoeologous contexts,
• To aid selection of genitors, assessment of crossing schemes and selection of descendants
based on genomic prediction models.
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Phenotyping:
high throughput tools and methods to facilitate breeding
Impulse talk: Jérémy Derory (Limagrain Europe)
World café animation: Jérémy Derory (Limagrain Europe), Katia Beauchène (Arvalis), Simon Griffiths (JIC),
Thomas Lettelier (INRA)

Context: opportunities and weaknesses
Accurate phenotyping is a major determinant of the genetic progress.
Genotyping cost has dramatically decreased but phenotyping remains a bottleneck.
The number of traits to phenotype is large for bread wheat (e.g. yield, quality, resistance to biotic
and abiotic constraints).
Depending on the generation after the initial cross, the effectives may be as high as millions plants
and tens of thousands plots.
Most traits are subjected to important genotype x environment x management interactions that
necessitate very wide multi-environment (site x season) trial.
Technologies for both the vectors and the sensors are numerous and rapidly evolving.

Scientific and technological challenges
Increase the speed and accuracy of traits already scored, while decreasing the cost.
Score new primary traits, or secondary traits to help breeding e.g. plant biomass / plant stress
indicators (abiotic as well as biotic stresses…).
Map field heterogeneity to better implant trial / scout field to select appropriate sites.
Measure traits for crop growth models parameterization.
Manage and analyze very large datasets using rapid and user-friendly pipelines.

Research priorities
Improve or develop tools to measure complex traits which currently could not be measured
precisely, for example:
• plant biomass / nutrient content at different stages, root system architecture,
• disease specific quantitative assessment in field or controlled conditions.
Devise methods to assess traits in early breeding generations on large very number of plants or
rows.
Set-up a very large standardized and curated public dataset to allow calibrating and validating new
technics (e.g. machine learning).
Implement crop model assisted breeding using multi-disciplinary skills, to:
• Identify relevant traits x environment to phenotype,
• Simulate the performance of new allelic combinations in diverse current and future
environments and management systems.
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Genome editing:
targeted genome modification for relevant candidate sequences
Impulse talk: Pierre Barret (Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique)
World café animation: Pierre Barret (INRA), Frederic Choulet (INRA), Jonny Jacobs (Bayer), Stéphane
Lafarge (Biogemma)

Context: opportunities and weaknesses
Genome editing is a type of genetic engineering in which DNA is deleted, modified, replaced or
inserted in the genome of a living organism. Unlike early genetic engineering techniques that
randomly inserts genetic material into a host genome, genome editing targets the insertions to
site specific locations.
Since 2013, improvements to the methods make it possible to increase the efficiency and edit
homoeologous copies.
This system potentially enables simple or multiplex allele silencing, editing or replacement
without linkage drive.

Scientific, technological and societal challenges
Achieve full acceptance of genome editing by stakeholders and consumers.
Implement in a breeding program a free to operate efficient editing system for any variety and for
any type of changes.
Control multiplex editing and off-target variations.
Raise the limit in terms of number of addressable relevant target sequences, both by a better
knowledge of desired changes in candidate genes and by new systems with a broader operating
range.

Research and initiative priorities
Enhance transformation efficiency through the identification of genes promoting regeneration,
the development of methods enabling meristem/pollen transformation, the identification of
competent cells, and the transient expression of regeneration genes.
Design breeding schemes with a complete integration of editing thanks to efficient pipelines for
production and screening.
Launch a joint open private-public initiative on targets that European Union consumers get excited
about with track progress on a public website from start to end.
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Genomic selection:
genetic modeling for early selection of candidate parents and
breeding lines
Impulse talk: Friedrich Longin (University of Hohenheim)
World café animation: Philipp Boeven (Limagrain), Gilles Charmet (INRA), Volker Lein (Consultant in
breeding and crop improvement), Catherine Ravel (INRA)

Context: opportunities and weaknesses
Genomic selection has been proposed in 2001 as an alternative to marker assisted selection when
numerous molecular markers are available to densely scan the genome.
The selection based on Genomic Estimates of Breeding Values (GEBV) has been used very
successfully for dairy cow breeding.
This approach requires a training set of phenotyped and genotyped individuals to calibrate and
validate the genetic model that is then applied to the candidate set for which only genotyping
data are available.

Scientific and technological challenges
Implement in a real breeding program a relevant genomic selection approach combined with
diagnostic markers for major genes (development, resistance and quality genes).
Develop methods for multi-trait selection taking into account genetic correlations between traits
and genotype x environment x management interactions.
Use of genomic selection to predict the best crosses in pre-breeding of genetic resources and
breeding for per se and hybrid values.

Research priorities
Develop methods to optimize the calibration set and/or the set of testing environments to obtain
reliable predictions.
Set-up a very large standardized and curated public dataset with as much variation as possible to
increase accuracy and allow calibrating and validating genetic models.
Define models that take into account economic considerations, both as the costs to implement
genomic selection compared to phenotypic selection and as the weights of the selected traits
compared to the targeted market.
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Bio-informatics:
databases and analytic methods to decipher complex traits
Impulse talk: Hillary Sullivan (DuPont Pioneer)
World café animation: Michael Alaux (INRA), David Lopez (INRA)

Context: opportunities and weaknesses
The volume of data generated within a given breeding project or research project increased
dramatically in the last decade.
Data are generated for hundreds (thousands) of lines with dense genotyping and multi-scale
phenotyping in multi-environment trials.
Need of standardization of file formats, ontologies, minimal requirements of meta-data.

Scientific and technological challenges
Implement databases with curated and annotated data on the FAIR principles (Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable, Re-usable), using ontologies and standards formats.
Develop user-friendly programs for biologists and breeders and adapted to big data.
Develop tools to combine heterogeneous data to identify relevant relationships between
phenotypes.
Due to the variety of biological data (functional and structural genomics, genetics, phenotyping),
the multi-scale integration is challenging using existing technologies.

Research priorities
In a first step, promote and get involved in multidisciplinary projects to fill the gap between bioinformaticians’, biologists’ and breeders’ communities.
Link biologists with mathematicians and statisticians to solve problems via predictive biology
based on Machine Learning / Artificial Intelligence.
Develop methods to visualize multispecies – multiOmic data in the pan-genomic era.
Develop an international collaborative platform with data and tools in open access to lay the
foundation for harmonized bioinformatics.
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Liste of entities participant to the IWIW2
AGRI OBTENTIONS ; Agricultural Institute Osijek ; Agricultural Institute, Centre for Agricultural Research, HAS ;
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada ; Agroscope ; ARVALIS Institut du Végétal ; Bayer ; BIOGEMMA ; BiometrisWUR ; BIOVITIS ; BOKU ; CAUSSADE SEMENCES ; Céréales Vallée; CREA ; Crop Breeding Institute ; CSIC ;
DANKO Plant Breeding Station ; DSV ; Earlham Institute ; ETH Zurich ; Flinders University ; FLORIMOND
DESPREZ ; German Federation for Plant Innovation (GFPi) ; GEVES ; Hyballiance ; IEB ; INRA ; INRA Transfert ;
ICARDA ; Faculty of scences Ibn Tofail ; Institute of Field and Vegetable Crops ; IPK Gatersleben ; IRTA ; John
Innes Centre ; Julius Kuehn-Institute ; Katabi Town Council ; KWS LOCHOW GMBH ; KWS MOMONT ;
LIMAGRAIN EUROPE ; Limagrain Field Seeds ; Montpellier SupAgro ; NIAB ; Oklahoma State University ; Plant
Breeding and Acclimatization Institute ; RAGT Seeds Ltd ; RAGT2n ; Saaten Union Recherche SAS ; Saatzucht
Bauer Biendorf GmbH ; Saatzucht Josef Breun GmbH ; SICASOV ; SYNGENTA ; Teagasc ; The University of
Nottingham ; TraitGenetics GmbH ; UCD ; UNIBO ; UNIMI ; Universidad Politécnica de Madrid ; University of
Göteborg ; University of Hohenheim ; Vetagro-Sup ; Warsaw University of Life Sciences

For any question, you can contact the BreedWheat project:
breedwheat@inra.fr
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